We consider states of the D1-D5 CFT where only the left-moving sector is excited. As we deform away from the orbifold point, some of these states will remain BPS while others can 'lift'. The lifting can be computed by a path integral containing two twist deformations; however, the relevant 4-point amplitude cannot be computed explicitly in many cases. We analyze an older proposal by Gava and Narain where the lift can be computed in terms of a finite number of 3-point functions. A direct Hamiltonian decomposition of the path integral involves an infinite number of 3-point functions, as well the first order correction to the starting state. We note that these corrections to the state account for the infinite number of 3-point functions arising from higher energy states, and one can indeed express the path-integral result in terms of a finite number of 3-point functions involving only the leading order states that are degenerate. The first order correction to the superchargeḠ (1) gets replaced by a projectionḠ (P ) ; this projected operator can also be used to group the states into multiplets whose members have the same lifting.
Introduction
String theory provides a very useful model for black holes: the D1D5P extremal hole in 4+1 noncompact dimensions [1, 2, 3, 4] . We compactify IIB string theory as
where M 4 is K3 or T 4 . The bound state of D1 and D5 branes generates a 1+1 dimensional CFT. The P charge is obtained by adding left moving excitations in this CFT.
In the moduli space of the CFT, it is believed that there is an 'orbifold point' where the theory can be expressed in terms of free bosons and fermions, subject only to an orbifolding constraint [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12] . The CFT at the orbifold point is given by a 1+1 dimensional sigma model with target space (M) N /S N , where S N is the symmetric group. The dual gravity theory lives on AdS 3 × S 3 × M 4 . A low curvature AdS emerges at values of the moduli far from the orbifold point.
Deforming the CFT
At the orbifold point we can take any set of left moving boson and fermion excitations in the CFT, and we will obtain a supersymmetric state with mass equalling charge. As we move away from the orbifold point, some of these states will lift to higher energies, while others will remain supersymmetric. The states that are protected against lifting can be counted using an index. This index was computed in [1] for M 4 = K3 and in [13] for M 4 = T 4 .
The index does not however tell us the detailed pattern of lifting: i.e., which particular states lift and by how much. This detailed information is useful to understand the structure of black holes, where we can now obtain explicit constructions of several classes of D1D5P microstates in the gravity dual [14, 15, 16, 17, 18] .
The deformation of the CFT off the orbifold point is given by adding a deformation operator D to the action S → S + λ d 2 zD(z,z) ( where σ ββ is a twist operator of rank 2 in the orbifold theory. 1Ḡ(0) is the right moving supercharge operator at orbifold point.
The lifting at O(λ 2 )
corrections only starting at O(λ 2 ). These O(λ 2 ) corrections were computed for some simple states in [19, 20] . The computation involves pulling down two copies of the deformation operator D from the action, and then integrating the positions of these two D operators. Then the change in dimension has the form Here |O (0) (−T /2) is the zeroth order state at time τ = − T 2 on the cylinder. The question now is: can we compute this 4-point function? The D operators have a twist component, and one way to compute the correlator is to passing to a covering space where these twists are [21, 22] . Then one encounters two cases:
(i) If the covering space is a sphere, the computation can be relatively straightforward. The twist operators in the D give spin fields in the cover; these spins fields can be removed by spectral flow. There are additional local operators on the cover, and one computes the correlator of these operators. The correlator factorizes into a holomorphic and an anti-holomorphic part, and since we are working with right moving Ramond ground states, the anti-holomorphic part of the correlator is universal and simple to compute.
(ii) If the covering surface is a higher genus surface, then computing the correlator is much harder. In [20] it was shown that the covering surface is a sphere when the first D joins two copies of the CFT, and the second D undoes this join. But the covering space is a torus if the first D splits a multiwound copy of the CFT, and the second D rejoins the components. This latter case is problematic, as it is difficulty to compute the required correlators on the torus. We again get a spin field from each D, but we cannot remove these by spectral flow the same way as we did on the sphere. Further, the correlator involves all the conformal blocks of the theory since it is a 1-loop partition function. Thus it is not factorized into a holomorphic and an antiholomorphic part, and the antiholomorphic blocks are not simple to find.
Thus the issue is: in the case where the covering space is a torus, how should we compute the lifting of states?
The Gava-Narain proposal
In [23] , Gava and Narain proposed a method by which one could find this O(λ 2 ) correction by a computation that involves only one deformation operator D. In such a computation the covering space obtained by undoing the twist will always be a sphere, and the computation will therefore not have the complications arising from higher genus surfaces.
Let us outline the Gava-Narain method. In this subsection we will assume that we are in the NS sector, as this is the sector used in their discussion. Suppose we start at the orbifold point with an operator O (0) which is a chiral primary on the right but has an arbitrary dimension on the left. The right side has dimensionh and chargej satisfying h = |j|, so O (0) is supersymmetric under the right moving superchargesḠᾱ Such an operator O (0) describes the states of the D1D5P system which are extremal states at the orbifold point. Note that sinceḠ (0) is an antiholomorphic operator, the contour C 0 in the above integral can be deformed freely, upto the point where it collides with some other operator insertion.
To describe the corrections when we move away from the orbifold point, Gava and Narain defined the following operator δḠᾱȦ ,− is an operator with (h,h) = (1,
2 ) (for more details, see section 4). In (1.6), the contour is to be taken around an infinitesimal circle of radius ǫ around z = 0. This contour cannot be deformed freely sinceDᾱȦ is not a holomorphic operator.
The expression (1.6) motivates Gava and Narain's proposal to compute the second order shift in the conformal dimension δ (2) h = δ (2) h . The proposal is that
In other words we are supposed to do the following. We start with the operator O (0) which is right chiral at the orbifold point, with dimensions (h, 0). We take the OPE ofDᾱȦ(z,z) O (0) (0), and look at the operator O 
The goal of this paper
Clearly the Gava-Narian proposal will be very useful to compute lifting, particularly for the cases where the covering space for the correlator (1.4) is a torus. The goal of this paper is to study some aspects of the Gava-Narain operator δḠ and its relation to the perturbation of the superchargeḠ (1) which we would get as as an expansion in the couplingḠ =Ḡ (0) + λḠ (1) + . . . . More precisely, we discuss the following:
(a) The operation δḠ arises naturally in a path integral formulation, while the operator G (1) arises naturally in a Hamiltonian language. We will note that δḠ is not the same asḠ (1) ; rather it is given by a projection ofḠ (1) onto the appropriate subspace of right-chiral operators.
(b) The above relation between δḠ andḠ (1) is relevant to an issue discussed in [20] . If we are computing the lift of the dimension to order λ 2 , then should we have to worry about the corrections to the state upto order λ 2 ? That is, if we expand the state corresponding to the primary operator O(λ) as |O = |O (0) + λ|O (1) + λ 2 |O (2) + . . . , then will the corrections |O (1) , |O (2) be involved in the lift? In computations using the path integral (1.4) one just uses the leading order state |O (0) in the initial and final states, and in [20] is was shown that for computation of the lift upto order λ 2 this is indeed correct (higher order computations will however need the change of the state in general).
As we will see below, if we proceed in a Hamiltonian language, the lift does involve the correction |O (1) . But in the Hamiltonian languageḠ (1) and |O (1) appear in a way that the lift can be written in terms of the Gava-Narain operation δḠ applied to the leading order state |O (0) . Understanding this relation will be one of our goals.
(c) At the orbifold point the states withh = c 24 fall into short multiplets. As we perturb away from the orbifold point, some of these short multiplets will join into long multiplets and lift toh >j. All members of this long multiplet must have the same lift δh. But how do we identify which short multiplets will join to a long multiplet? If we have one member of the long multiplet, then the supercharge will move us to other members of the multiplet. But the leading order superchargeḠ (0) will kill the leading order states |O (0) . Which operator should we use to act on |O (0) to get another member of the long multiplet?
We will find a set of operators in the same class as the operator δḠ used by Gava-Narain, such that acting on |O (0) with these operators will produce the other states of the long multiplet in which |O (0) lies.
(d) We take some care to handle singularities in the computation of the path integral. As we show in the Appendices, the integral over the position of the deformation D can lead to contact terms, which may be relevant in some situations.
The plan of the paper
The plan of the paper is as follows: In section 2, we point out some steps that need to be understood in arriving at the Gava-Narain proposal from a Hamiltonian description. We also list the main results we find in this paper. In section 3, we give a schematic outline of the steps which yield the Gava-Narain result starting from the path integral. In sections 4 and 5, we develop some technical tools. In section 6, we carry out the detailed steps needed for the derivation. In section 7, we show that a suitable operator can be used to group states into super-multiplets which have the same lifting. In section 8, we find the grouping of terms which relates the direct Hamiltonian expression of lifting to the expression obtained by GavaNarain, thus resolving the difficulties noted in 2. Section 9 is a summary and discussion. In the Appendices we collect some notation and helpful relations, and also note recall the subtleties in defining perturbations of chiral algebra operators.
Before proceeding, we note that there are many earlier works that study conformal perturbation theory, the lifting of the states, the acquiring of anomalous dimensions, and the issue of operator mixing, in particular in the context of the D1-D5 CFT; see for example [24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29] . Also, for more computations in conformal perturbation theory in two and higher dimensional CFTs see, e.g. [30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36] .
2 The expression for δ (2) h from the operator algebra
We will work on the cylinder, in the Ramond sector. This is useful when studying the D1D5 system in the context of black holes; of course a spectral flow operation reproduces all computations in the NS sector.
In the NS sector a state which is right chiral has dimensions (h,h) withh =j. In the Ramond sector the corresponding state has conformal dimensions (h,h) = (h, c 24 ), so the right moving sector is in the Ramond ground state. Let us further assume for the moment that this unperturbed state |O (0) is nondegenerate, so that we do not have to deal with the issue of operator mixing.
We have the algebra relation
Let us write
where λ is a real parameter. We have used that (Ḡ + −,0 ) † =Ḡ − +,0 ; this relations holds for each order, so (Ḡ
is a right moving Ramond ground state, we havē
Thus the statesḠ
Thus upto order O(λ 2 ) we have
Thus we get
We see that the states |Ξ 1 , |Ξ 2 do involve the first order corrections |O (1) to the state |O . Further, they will involve states of many different dimensions, not just states matching the dimension of |O (0) . Thus the expression (2.7) looks very different from the simple expression (1.8) 2 which required us to project onto states with the same dimension as |O (0) .
The Gava-Narain steps
Let us now compare the above derivation of the lifting δ (2)h to the steps followed in [23] . We split their argument into three steps; the relation between these steps will be central to the goals of the present paper.
(1) In [23] we start with the algebra
where we have spectral flowed their operators to the Ramond sector.
(2) We can take the expectation value of each side with the state |O (0) whose lifting we wish to compute. The LHS has two terms arising from the anticommutator. We can insert a complete set of states between the two supercharges:
(3) The sum over the index i in (2.9) is in general an infinite sum, involving states |O
with an arbitrarily high dimension. But in [23] this is replaced by a finite sum as follows. We let the ket |O (0) be placed at the origin z = 0 of the plane, and the bra O (0) | at infinity. We will be working on the cylinder with coordinate w defined by z = e w ; on this cylinder the ket |O (0) be placed at w = −∞ = 0 of the plane, and the bra O (0) | at w = ∞. The supercharge acting on |O (0) is applied at w = −∞, just above the location where the state |O (0) is placed. Similarly, the acting on O (0) | is applied at w = ∞, just below the location where the state O (0) | is placed. Thus instead of (2.9) we consider the amplitude
Consider the state at w = −∞, arising from, say, the first term of the anticommutator
where we have noted that our ket is killed by the leading order supercharge. This state has components |O (0) i with arbitrarily high energies. But since we need to take an inner product with the state O (0) |Ḡ + −,0 placed at w = ∞, we see that only states with low dimensions will survive in the sum. Since |O (0) is a Ramond ground state on the right with dimensions (h, . These lowest energy states give a finite contribution to the amplitude, while all higher energy states give a vanishing amplitude. We therefore define a projection operator P which projects onto the space of states with dimension (h, c 24 ). Define the opertaors
Then in the amplitudes in (2.10) we can replacē
and so on. Then the amplitude (2.10) becomes
We see that theḠᾱ
are just the operators appearing in (1.8) (after we map to the Ramond sector), and the amplitude A ′ can thus be computed without involving any higher dimension states |O (0) i . The proposal of [23] is that δ (2)h = λ 2 A ′ gives the lifting of the state |O (0) .
We can now see the issue that we need to address.
(i) In step (1), on the LHS, the two supercharge operators are at the same time τ on the cylinder; this is, after all, how we define a commutator or anti-commutator, and the anticommutator gives the operatorL 0 − c 24 whose change will give us the lifting δ (2)h . But if we insert a complete set of states in this anticommutator as in (2.9), then we get a contribution from an infinite number of |O (0) i with arbitrarily high dimensions. Thus to compute the amplitude A we would need to compute an infinite number of 3-point functions.
(ii) In step (2), the state we have used is the leading order state |O (0) , rather than the full state |O . Since we have not used an eigenstate ofL 0 , we cannot say that the RHS gives us δ (2)h ; there could be other terms of order λ 2 arising from |O (1) etc.
(iii) In step (3), we do not use the amplitude A, but an amplitude A ′ where the two supercharges at at different positions; namely at τ = ±∞. This allows the states |O (0) i with dimensions (h, c 24 ) to propagate along the cylinder, and we need to compute only a finite number of the 3-point functions involving these states. But if the supercharges are at different positions then they do not give a commutator relation like (2.8), so we cannot relate A ′ directly to the lift of conformal dimensions.
The relation between steps (1)- (3) is what we wish to clarify.
The relations we obtain
(a) First we derive the expression (2.14) proposed in [23] starting from from a second order path integral expression of the form (1.4). At the orbifold point the states of dimension (h, a . Thus we get a matrix of amplitudesÊ (2) ; the liftings and the corresponding zero order states are the eigenvalue and eigenstate of the lifting matrix
(b) One of our main goals is to understand the relation between the expression for the lift (2.14) obtained in [23] and the expression (2.7) which we obtained by using a direct expansion (2.2) of the states and operators. We will compute the first order correction of states |O (1) and find thatḠᾱ
This gives the relation between the formulation of [23] and the Hamiltonian expression (2.7).
(c) At the orbifold point the |O (0) a lie in short multiplets. The |O (0) a that get lifted will join into long multiplets. Each member of the long multiplet will have the same lifting, so knowing the structure of these multiplets will reduce the number of lifting computations that we need to perform.
But looking at the leading order states |O
a , how do we find out which states will group themselves into a multiplet? The full superchargesḠᾱȦ will, of course, move us up and down a multiplet. But the leading order partḠᾱ a , but will in general generate states of arbitrarily high energies; i.e., states that do not lie in the subspace |O (0) a . We check that the projected operatorsḠᾱ
have the correct properties to generate multiplets of states that have the same lifting. We consider the two raising operators
TheḠ P andÊ (2) have the following algebraic structure
The first relation ensures that there are four short multiplets in a long multiplet. 3 The second relation ensures that all the four multiplets have the same lifting.
Outline of the derivation
In this section we outline our derivation of the Gava-Narain result via the path integral formalism. The details of these steps will be presented in the following sections. We note that similar derivations have been carried out in [37, 19] . We will however carry out the computation in detail since we wish to understand relations like (2.16) between the path integral and Hamiltonian formulations, and also to be sure of all the divergences that arise in the path-integral and how they are to be regularized. 3 In general we can have a situation where the short multiplets are defined by states which are annihilated by only two of the four superchargesḠ α A . In the orbifold CFT of the D1D5 system the bosons can be taken to have a vanishing momentum, so the modes α0 annihilate the vacuum. In this case all four supercharges annihilate the states of the short multiplet.
We will find it convenient to work on the cylinder with coordinate w; the results can of course be mapped at any stage to the plane through the map z = e w .
We begin with an expression derived in [20] for the second order correction to the dimensions of operators which are right chiral at the orbifold point; i.e., they haveh =j in the NS sector. 4 Since we are just outlining the procedure here, we will suppress many indices in this section. We proceed as follows:
The set-up: Suppose there are several right moving Ramond ground states |O . we then find a matrix of amplitudes computed in second order perturbation theory:
, and at the end we take T → ∞. Each deformation operator can be written as a contour integral ofḠ (0) surrounding theD operator.
is an antiholomorphic operator, The contour C w can be moved freely upto the point where some other operator insertion is encountered.
Step 1: The manipulations are sketched in fig.1 . Consider the deformation operator at w 2 . Unwrap theḠ (0) contour off this operator, and move it to the other insertions in the correlator. There are three contributions. One term gets theḠ (0) contour acting on the state at the bottom |O Step 2: The manipulations are sketched in fig.2 . There are twoḠ (0) contours surrounding the insertion at w 1 . We move the outerḠ (0) contour past the inner one, getting a commutator term; the remaining contribution vanishes due to the values of the charges on the operators. The commutator gives rise to a derivative ∂w 1 . The integral d 2 w 1 can then be converted to a contour integral dw 1 of the operatorD. We get three parts to this contour. One term is around the operator insertion at w 2 ; this gives a contribution proportional to the identity operator. This contribution is divergent when the cutoff are taken to zero, but this divergent contribution has to be subtracted to keep the dimension of the identity operator to the value 0 at second order in perturbation theory. Thus only the other two contours are relevant. One of
Step 1
Step 2 these contours is at τ = − T 2 and the other is at τ = T 2 . Note that the operator being integrated over these contours is not holomorphic, so we cannot freely move the contours.
Step 3: Look at the second term we got from step 2. We still have an integral over w 2 = τ 2 + iσ 2 , which is
, the action of the contour will generate a linear combination of states with different energies. Since the contour can be written as 2π 0 dσ 1 , we see that momentum h −h will remain unchanged by the action of the contour. Thus the dimensions on the left and right sides will change by the same amount. Since the right movers are already in the ground state, the energy E χ of the state below the contour can be equal to or larger than E (0) , but not smaller. We will now argue that only the states with E χ = E (0) are relevant.
At the end we will be interested in the limit T → ∞. The time evolution between τ 2 and −T /2 gives a factor e −E (0) (τ 2 +T /2) . The time evolution between T /2 and τ 2 gives a factor e −Eχ(T /2−τ 2 ) . For E χ > E (0) , the integral over τ 2 gives ∼ e −E (0) T , while states with E χ = E (0) gives ∼ T e −E (0) T . Thus only states with E χ = E (0) contribute to (3.1) in the large T limit.
Step 3
Thus if we are interested in the limit T → ∞, it is useful to define a projection operator P which projects any state to the subspace with E χ = E (0) . We can insert this projection operator below the contour over w 1 , and still recover the same amplitude in the T → ∞ limit. Doing the integral over τ 2 now gives a factor T which cancels the 1/T factor in (3.1), and we get
With the projection operator inserted, we can slide the contour over w 1 freely upto the point where it encounters the insertion at τ = τ 2 , so now we can get the two contours overD at the same value of τ ; something we need to relate the amplitude to a commutation relation between operators.
Step 4: There is another similar term from step 2 where the contour over w 1 is at τ 1 = − T 2 . We treat this term in a similar manner. It is useful to include the projection operator P both before and after each contour, thus defining the operators
We then find that the matrix of second order corrections to states of dimension (h, c 24 ), obtained from the path integral expression, is
This expression is now just like the commutator term used by Gava-Narian. Thus we establish the correctness of their proposal, with the added fact that we must diagonalize the matrix above to find the actual change of conformal dimensions.
Defining the operatorDᾱȦ
The CFT is defined on a 2-dimensional space. Consider a simply connected region R of this space. Let ∂R be the boundary of R. Consider the integration of the deformation operator D over this region R. We assume that there are no other operator insertions in R. Let ∂R + δ denote a curve that is a small distance δ outside the boundary of R. On this curve we integrate the leading order superchargeḠ
(We assume there are no operator insertions in the region between ∂R and ∂R + δ; the gap δ is used only as a regulator to prevent contact between the operators D andḠ
.) Thus we define the operator
We use the convention that a contour integral for dw runs counterclockwise and for dw runs clockwise.
Using the explicit expression of the deformation operator (1.3), we find
Using the mode expansion
, we have
We use the relationḠ
(This is derived in the Appendix in eq.(A.3).) This gives
Using the commutation relation (A.2)
the operator (4.1) becomes
Here we have used ǫĊḂǫȦḂ = −δĊȦ and
The picture represents eq. (4.11). The deformation operator is integrated over the region R (the blue region). The clockwise contour of integral dw ofḠ (0) is slightly outside region R, while the counterclockwise contour of integral dw ofD is along the boundary of R.
Note that the contour integral now runs along the exact boundary ∂R of R, not on the curve ∂R + δ. The integrand on this contour is not holomorphic, so this contour cannot be freely deformed.
In a similar manner we can consider the contour integral ofḠ
We combine (4.7) and (4.8) into a single operator relation
The definition of QᾱȦ motivate us to define a local operatorDᾱǠ DᾱȦ(w,w) = πG
Note that this operator contains both holomorphic and anti-holomorphic parts. With this definition, the operator relation (4.9) becomes
Let us note the physical significance of this relation. In conformal perturbation theory, we have the integral of D over the region outside the operator insertions in the correlator. Suppose we have a contour integral of the leading order superchargeḠ (0) around a region R over which we have the integral of D. Then we can replace the integral ofḠ (0) with the integral ofD over the boundary of R, with no insertion of the deformation D.
Further, eq. (4.11) also holds for a multiply connected region R which has several nonconnected boundaries ∂ i :
To show this, we cut slits between the different boundaries, so that we do obtain a simply connected region where we can apply the relation (4.11). The integral ofD cancels between the two edges of the slit, and we get the relation (4.11) again. In the next section, we will use this relation (4.11) to find the large T behavior of expressions similar to the amplitude (1.4).
Deformation operator D in terms ofḠᾱ
The deformation operator D can be regarded as having a contour of G (0) and a contour of G (0) applied to a twist operator σ. We will now rewrite D as a contour ofḠ (0) applied to the operatorD (4.10). Using (A.4), we can write the deformation operator as
Thus we have
14) Similarly, we can write the deformation operator as
This gives
16) We will use expressions (4.14) and (4.16) to express a deformation operator in terms ofḠᾱ (0) A andDβḂ; this will be done in computing the amplitudeXᾱβ ba (T ) (5.3) that will be defined below.
Large T behavior ofXᾱβ AḂ (T )
In [20] the second order lift of right-chiral states was computed in the path integral formulation. In the Ramond sector, the unperturbed states have an arbitrary dimension h on the left side and dimensionh = c 24 on the right side. Let the set of states with this dimension be |O (0) a . Then one should compute the matrix elements
We then compute
Here a counterterm has been added to ensure that the energy of the vacuum state is unchanged. Thus in the NS sector the energy of the vacuum |0 will remain zero. Correspondingly, the energy of the Ramond ground states will remain ( . After spectral flow to the Ramond sector, we any state that remains a Ramond ground state after perturbation will have h =h = c 24 . This counterterm is the one that arises in any second order perturbation of a CFT when the two insertions of the deformation operator D collide. We do the path integral with the prescription that the distance |w − w ′ | between the two D insertions satisfies |w − w ′ | > ǫ.
In our present analysis, we would like to express the first deformation operator D(w 1 ,w 1 ) in terms of a contour ofḠᾱ (0) A applied toDβḂ, by using (4.14) and (4.16). The deformation operator has a particular contraction between indicesᾱ,β andȦ,Ḃ. However we will compute a more general amplitude by these indices arbitrary for now. These general amplitudes will be needed for finding the super multiplets structure in section 7. Thus we consider the expression
We see that by taking particular values for the indices in (5.3), we can recover the two terms on the RHS of an expression like (4.14) or (4.16). Let us now carefully consider the domain of the integrals in (5.3):
(i) The range of the σ i are 0
except at places where a domain is cut out due to some other regularization.
(ii) The state O 
(iii) We do not allow the two deformation operators to come within a distance ǫ of each other. Thus we have
is performed around a contour surrounding w 1 . The size of this contour is arbitrary, as long as the contour does not hit any other operator insertion We choose this contour be a small circle with radius
With this choice there will be no collision of operators when w 1 approaches w 2 : we have |w 1 − w 2 | > ǫ by (5.6), and (5.7) then says thatḠᾱ (0) A (w) will not collide with D(w 2 ,w 2 ).
SimplifyXᾱβ AḂ (T )
In this subsection, we will use the relation (4.11) to simplifyXᾱβ AḂ . Our next step is to unwrap theḠᾱ While this step is straightforward, let us write it more formally, by adding to (5.3) the two vanishing terms
Here we have chosen
In the first term the contour C T 2 −ǫ ′′′ is at τ = T 2 − ǫ ′′′ ; thus it is between the location of the final state at 
where R is the domain where w 2 is to be integrated and ∂R + δ denotes a curve just outside the boundary of R. Recall that the region R is the region of w 2 in expression (5.3) satisfying the conditions (5.4),(5.5),(5.6). The clockwise boundary of R is
Note that in obtaining (5.10), we get a negative sign from moving theḠᾱ (w) by a contour integral ofDᾱȦ. The latter contour will run along ∂R given by (5.11). We find 5
We will now evaluate the three terms in the final expression of this equation.
First term of (Xᾱβ
The OPE between two operatorsD is derived in Appendix B. Using this OPE, we find
The regular terms in theDᾱȦDβḂ OPE give a vanishing contribution in the limit ǫ → 0. Then the first term in the last expression in (5.12) becomes
Note that the large T behavior of this term has the form ∼ T e −E (0) T , so it will contribute to the lift of conformal dimensions.
Second term of (Xᾱβ
Now consider the second term in the last expression in (5.12). In the contour integral we write dw = idσ. The term then becomes
Notice that when w1 is close to the upper boundary
− ǫ ′′ or close to the lower boundary Consider the states |χ that run between the the twoD operators; i.e., the states in the region τ 1 < τ χ < T 2 − ǫ ′′ . We will first argue that these states have energy E χ ≥ E (0) , and then that only the states with E χ = E (0) will give a contribution relevant to the large T limit that we need. We will then apply a projection operator P to project onto the states with E χ = E (0) .
Since we have an integral dσ over the insertion ofDᾱȦ, the states |χ must have the same spin as the O (0)
) . Thus the integral d 2 w 1 gives a T dependence at large T
We see that states with E χ ≥ E (0) give a large T contribution of the form ∼ e −E (0) T instead of the required behavior T e −E (0) T .
Thus we need to only consider intermediate states |χ with
Let P be the projection operator that projects the state at any time τ onto the subspace (5.18). Taking into account only intermediate states |χ satisfying (5.18) allows us to write
Then the second term in the last expression in eq. (5.12) becomes
Our next task is to bring all states and operators to the same time, say τ = 0. First note that all intermediate states in (5.20) have the same dimension, so we can slide the operators DβḂ andDᾱȦ freely up and down the cylinder as long as we do not cross another operator or state insertion. Thus (5.20) can be written as
where we add some extra projection operators; this can be done using P 2 = P and the fact the initial and final states O a and O b have the energy E (0) (5.18). Now we define the following operatorḠᾱ
It is an operator independent of τ : we can slide the contour up and down the cylinder as long as it does not intersect another operator insertion. Using the above defined operator, the (5.15) can be written as
A,0Ḡβ
Here all the operators and states are at time τ = 0.
Third term of (Xᾱβ AḂ ) ba (T ) in (5.12)
The third term in the last expression in (5.12) is handled in the same way as the second term. We write he contour as dw = −idσ at the boundary − T 2 . This gives
B,0Ḡᾱ
Final expression for the large T behavior of (Xᾱβ AḂ ) ba (T )
We now sum over the three terms (5.14), (5.22) and (5.23). We find that the large T behavior of amplitudeX(T ) (6.2) becomes
,Ḡβ
25) In this large T limit, the only regulator left is one setting the minimal distance ǫ between w 1 and w 2 |w 1 − w 2 | > ǫ (5.26)
6 Deriving the Gava-Narain relation
We are interested in the lifting of states that are half-supersymmetric at the orbifold pont; i.e., states that are annihilated by the right supercharges before perturbation by the deformation D. We noted that the first order lift vanished for such states, and that the second order lift was given through the matrix
where
Here the range of the w i integrals are given in section 5. An expression for D(w 1 ,w 1 ) was given in (4.14). This expression has two terms. Each of these terms can be written as an expression of the typeXᾱβ AḂ (T ) defined in (5.25). We find that the amplitude X ba (T ) can be written as
where we have suppressed the a, b indices. We now use our evaluation of theXᾱβ AḂ (T ), in the limit T → ∞. Using eq. (5.24), we find
We see the expected large T behavior T e −E (0) T which gives the contribution to the lifting matrix (6.1). The lifting matrix becomes
Similarly, express the D(w 1 ,w 1 ) in terms of (4.16), the amplitude X ba (T ) can be written as
Using eq. (5.24), the large T behavior is
As we can see, this indeed has the expected large T behavior to contribute to the lifting matrix (6.1). The lifting matrix becomes
Let us now use the Hermitian conjugation relation derived in Appendix Ā
Then we get the two equivalent expressions for the lifting matrix, from (6.5) and (6.8) respectively:
It will be convenient to define an operator 
The structure of long super-multiplets
States which are annihilated by some supercharges fall into short multiplets. States which are not annihilated by supercharges fall into long multiplets.
Each state in a multiplet should have the same energy. This follows from the supersymmetry algebra: the supercharges commute with the Hamiltonian.
Our goal is to compute the lift of energies when the states are perturbed off the orbifold point. At the orbifold point itself, the relevant supercharges are given by the zeroth order operatorsḠᾱ
. The states |O (0) a we consider are annihilated by all these supercharges, so they fall into short multiplets at the orbifold point.
Under perturbation, the energy can lift. But this requires that the short multiplets join to longer multiplets. The lift must be the same for all other members of the long multiplet. Thus if compute the lift for one member of the multiplet, we should not need to compute it for other members of the multiplet.
But how do we find the other members of the multiplet? If we know the supercharge, then applying this to the state should take us to other members of the multiplet. Since we are working to O(λ 2 ), we need to know in principle the operatorḠ =Ḡ (0) + λḠ (1) + λ 2Ḡ(2) . But we do not know this operator. We have instead defined operatorsḠᾱ to take us to other states in the multiplet.
We will now check explicitly that theḠᾱ
have the properties required of the operators that move us up and down a long supermultiplet.
Consider the following two operators, which we will call the 'raising' operators of the supermultiplet:Ḡ +(P )
First we will check that {Ḡ
This condition is of course necessary if these operators are to generate a supermultiplet. Next we will check that the four states obtained by application of these operators have the same lift. This is equivalent to the condition [Ê (2) ,Ḡ
Consider the following amplitude
The large T behavior (5.24) is
Thus from eq. (7.6), we have {Ḡ Similarly, from Ḡ +(P ) † −,0 ,Ḡ
Equal lifting for states related byḠᾱ
we find [Ê (2) ,Ḡ +(P )
Combining the relations (7.11),(7.13), we can write
Thus we see that states that are related by the application ofḠᾱ
have the same lift. We can therefore use these operators to group the states into supermultiplets, all of whose members have the same lift.
Deriving the lifting in the Hamiltonian formalism
Recall that our main goal was to understand how the lift could be obtained by a simple expression like (2.14), while a direct expansion in terms of states and operators gives a more complicated expression given by (2.6),(2.7). The simpler expression (2.14) needs only a first order computation; the second order lift is obtained, roughly speaking, from squaring this first order computation. The more complicated expression (2.7) involves a first order correction to the state |O (1) , as well as a first order correction to the superchargeḠ (1) .
In the preceding sections we have seen how starting from the path integral at second order in perturbation theory, we can obtain the simple result (2.14) (or rather, its extension to the more general situation where we have operator mixing). In this section we will see that the more complicated expression (2.7) reduces to the simple expression (2.14) after we understand the structure of |O (1) andḠ (1) . Thus the discussion below will serve to clarify the relation between the various objects we have encountered; in particular, the operatorsḠ (1) ,Ḡ (P ) .
The first order correction |O
(1) to the state
In Hamiltonian perturbation theory, the first order correction to an eigenstate is given by
This expression is valid for nondegenerate perturbation theory. In our case we do have in general several states with the same energy as |O . But as we will see below, H (1) has a vanishing matrix element between these degenerate states. In this situation (8.1) is valid again. We now wish to find an expression for |O (1) in the path integral language that we have been using. First we obtain the coefficients in |O (1) by considering the following amplitude
The order λ contribution is
Thus we see that the coefficients in (8.1) can be obtained in terms of amplitudes of the form A. Now we write A in a path integral language. Since A computes the transition amplitude to first order in perturbation theory, we find
Here the zeroth order term vanishes for |O (0) k = |O (0) . We have taken the domain of integration of the D to be bounded by curves τ = constant rather than curves of any other shape. In Appendix D we argue that this prescription is needed for the validity of the derivation in [20] of the expression (1.4) for the lifting δ (2)h . With this choice, we find that |O (0) k has energy E k > E (0) , for the following reason. Using (4.14) we can rewrite the deformation operator schematically as 
Using (8.1) we finally get
Thus we see that the first order correction |O (1) to the state can be obtained, as a state at τ = 0 as follows. We start with the leading order state |O (0) at T → −∞, do an integral over the deformation D in the region −T < τ < 0, and rescale by the factor e E (0) T .
Construction ofḠᾱ
Having constructed a path integral expression (8.7) for |O (1) , we now wish to construct a similar expression for the leading order supercharge acting on |O (1) . We havē
We can write this in a way where theḠᾱ 
We can now apply the general result (4.11), to get
where we use dw = idσ at τ = 0 and dw = −idσ at τ = −T . In the first term, since the operatorDᾱȦ is placed at τ = 0, we have |O (0) (−T ) e E (0) T = |O (0) . The second term gives thē G P operator in the large T limit. Thus
This is the relation which explains the difference between the simple expression (2.14) obtained by Gava-Narain where we compute a finite number of 3 point functions, and the more complicated expression (2.7) which resolve into an infinite number of 3-point functions.
Discussion
The D1D5 CFT is an important model for black holes in string theory. While this system is easy to study at its 'free point' -the orbifold point -one needs to deform away from this point to understand the interactions that describe the gravity theory of interest. The deformation is given by a perturbation operator D, but finding amplitudes with insertions of D is complicated as D contains a second order twist.
We are interested in states which are supersymmetric at the orbifold point but which might lift to higher energies at second order in the deformation parameter λ. This lift can be computed by a path-integral of the type (1.4) containing two insertions D whose positions need to be integrated over. The states at τ = ±∞ are usually taken to be the leading order states |O (0) a , and it was shown in [20] that we can indeed ignore the corrections |O The amplitude in the path integral is a 4-point function. In the examples of such computations in [19, 20] the right-moving part of the amplitude could be explicitly computed; this is the case whenever the covering space obtained by undoing the twists is a sphere. But we also encounter the situation where the covering space is a torus, and then it is very difficult to find the needed 4-point function explicitly. For this situation we would therefore like to use an expression for the lift proposed by Gava and Narain [23] which required the computation of only a finite number of 3-point functions. The 3-point functions can be computed readily since the covering space in these cases is a sphere.
In understanding the formulation of [23] we again come across the issue of whether we need the corrections |O (1) a to the state. The expression they propose needs only the leading order part |O (0) a . But a direct Hamiltonian derivation using the superconformal algebra does appear to bring in |O (1) a . In this derivation, carried out using the expansion (2.2), one finds the operator Gᾱ (1) A as the first order correction to the supercharge. Acting withḠᾱ
generates an infinite number of states with arbitrarily high energies. By contrast, in the prescription of [23] we get only a finite number of states with energy equalling the energy of the |O (0) a . Thus we seem to have two different looking expressions for the lift: eq. (2.7) from a direct Hamiltonian formulation and a simpler expression (2.14) from the proposal of [23] .
We relate these two different looking results through the expression (2.16). A key point is that the first order correction to the supercharge used in [23] is notḠᾱ We also find thatḠᾱ
acts as an operator that can generate multiplets, all of whose members will have the same value for the lifting.
We hope to return in future publications to the explicit computation of lifting for the family of D1D5P states that arise for the extremal black hole in string theory.
A Notations and conventions
We follow the notation in the appendix of [20] . The indices α = (+, −) andᾱ = (+, −) correspond to the subgroup SU (2) L and SU (2) R of rotations on S 3 . The indexȦ = (+, −) corresponds to the subgroup SU (2) 1 from rotations in T 4 . We use the convention
The commutators we used in the paper of the right movers are
We have the relations
We also have the relations
These can be proved by
In the last step, we use (A.4) and J −(0) 0 σ +ᾱ = σ −ᾱ . We use the following Hermitian conjugation rule
In this convention, the deformation operator is a Hermitian operator
and for theD operator we have
Thus from the definition ofḠ (P ) (5.21), we havē
(A.10)
B TheDᾱȦDβḂ OPE
In this appendix, we will compute the OPĒ DᾱȦ(w,w)DβḂ(0, 0) (B.1)
Here theD operator isDᾱȦ = πG
The OPE becomes
σ −ᾱ = 0 and G
σ +ᾱ = 0, we get
Using the commutation relation
The first term is zero since G
we findDᾱȦ (w,w)DβḂ(0, 0) ∼ ǫȦḂǫᾱβ π 2 w 2w (B.10)
C Perturbations of chiral algebra generators
Consider a CFT with action
The stress tensor of this unperturbed theory is
Consider a small deformation of the theory
This deformation is described by the (1, 1) operator
The change (C.3) to the action gives a change in the stress tensor T (0) → T (0) + λT (1) with
Let us work on the plane. Consider first the unperturbed theory. Let there be a state |O (0) at z = 0. We wish to apply the Virasoro operator L (0) n to this state. We have
The contour C is any contour that circles the origin in a counterclockwise direction, and does not include any other operator insertions. Now consider the perturbed theory. At first one might think that the correction to L n is given by
But the prescription given in [38] (and the analogous prescription in [23] ) is to take a small circular contourĈ around the origin, described bŷ
and computing
Note that (C.7) involves an integral of a (2, 0) operator, while (C.9) involves the integral of a (1, 1) operator. We would like to understand, in some detail, the reason why we get (C.9) instead of (C.7). The perturbation to the superchargeḠ 0 that has been important for us in this paper is computed by an expression analogous to (C.9) so this understanding is relevant. As we will see below, the difference between (C.7) and (C.9) arises from a contact term, which is why we have been careful with handling singularities in our integrals.
C.1 The set up
As noted above, we work in the plane z, and place a state |O (0) at the origin. We place the stress tensor T (z ′ ) at the point z ′ ; we assume that |z ′ | > ǫ. We place the state O (0) f | at infinity. (For simplicity we have not allowed any other operator insertions in the plane.) Thus we have the amplitude
Now we perturb the action as in (C.3). We do not change the states at z = 0, ∞ when we perturb the theory; this is indicated by the superscript (0) on these states. The perturbed amplitude is
The perturbation D is integrated over the whole plane, with the exception of small discs around the initial and final states. These exclusion regions are required to prevent a singularity from the collision of D with the operators defining the states. We can regard these exclusion regions as part of the definition of the states |O (0)
f (∞)|. Thus we define the region R as
The term in (C.11) at order λ 0 gives, of course, the quantity A (0) . We are interested in the O(λ) terms
Consider the integral over z in the term A
1 . We have avoided collisions with the initial and final states by excluding small discs around z = 0, ∞; this can be considered a part of the definition of these states. But we still have a collision of D with T (0) at z = z ′ . One might define the integration region R to exclude a small disc around z ′ as well; in fact this is what was done in [38] . But there is a difficulty with doing this. We do not have any freedom in defining the operator T ; this operator must be whatever generates diffeomorphisms in the theory, and in our example T is given by (C.2),(C.5). Thus there is no reason why the operator D(z,z) will not collide with the operator T (0) (z ′ ). As we will now argue, this collision generates a contact term, which cancels the contribution A (1) 2 in (C.13). This will then illustrate the validity of the prescription used in [38] where a hole was cut around T (0) (z ′ ) to avoid the collision with D, and also the term A 
C.2 Regulating the correlators
To see this cancellation in detail, we must regulate all our correlators. For simplicity we work with just one scalar field
The stress tensor is given by
The unperturbed 2-point function of the fundamental field X is
There is a singularity at z = z ′ , which we regulate as
where h(|z| 2 ) goes to zero at |z| → 0 and h(|z| 2 ) → 1 for |z| > δ for some small δ. Once we have such a regulator, all the expressions become well defined even when two operators are coincident. We will use formal expressions that do not mention the regulator, with the assumption that all expressions are really to be understood as those in the presence of the regulator. From (C.16) we have
Eq.(C.20) will be the source of the contact term between T (0) and D. We regulate these operators as
C.3 The contact term
We can now compute the contact terms arising in the integration R d 2 zD(z,z)T (0) (z ′ ). The correlator is given by a sum of Wick contractions. The factor ∂zX in D can contract with one of the two ∂ z X factors in T (0) ; the two possibilities give a factor 2. The contraction gives a factor 1 2 πδ 2 (z − z ′ ). The factors left over are ∂ z X∂ z X, which are equivalent to T (1) (z ′ ). Thus the contact term is
This is the part that will give the correction L
n on the state at z = 0.
(c) The question now is whether we have an additional component of ∂R at |z − z ′ | = ǫ. In [38] a hole of radius ǫ was cut around z ′ to avoid the contact term, so we indeed had a boundary at |z − z ′ | = ǫ. But we have argued that we do not a priori have the freedom to cut out such a hole, and we have kept all contact terms that arise from integrating z across the location z ′ . We will now see that there is in fact no additional boundary contribution at |z − z ′ | = ǫ. To see this, note that the terms in the T (0) (z ′ )D(z,z) OPE arise from contracting a factor ∂ z X in T (0) with a factor ∂ z X in D. We can write
We now regard all correlators as everywhere finite quantities defined through the regulator (C.17). Then the first term in (C.26) generates an integrand which is a total derivative ∂ z of an everywhere finite integrand. Thus the integral d 2 z of the corresponding contribution gives boundary terms only at |z| = 1 ǫ and |z| = ǫ. In the second term in (C.26) the factor X(z + ǫ) ∂ z ∂zX(z) vanishes by the equation of motion. This would not be true at points where there was a contact interaction with a ∂zX, but the Wick contraction giving this contact term has already been included in the computation (C.22), and so there are no such contact terms to consider anymore.
Let us collect all the terms we found above for the amplitude A (1) defined in (C.13). As noted, we will focus on the terms giving the Virasoro generators on the state at z = 0; there are similar terms for the generators acting at z = ∞ that we do not list. We denote byÃ (1) the part of A (1) that is relevant for the action on the state at z = 0. We havẽ
where the second term in the quantity Q 2 from (C.23).
C.6 Defining the modes L n
The quantity A (1) defined in (C.13) has the stress tensor inserted at a particular point z ′ . We can integrate over z ′ to define modes L n . Thus we definẽ
where the z ′ contour circles the origin counterclockwise, and lies at |z ′ | > ǫ. In the first term on the RHS of (C.27) we expand as (
The second term on the RHS (C.29) can be identified as the contribution where L (0) n acts on |O (0) i (0) and the resulting state is evolved by using the first order correction to the Hamiltonian. The first term on the RHS of (C.29) must then be identified as the action of L (1) n on |O (0) i (0) ; the resulting state is then evolved by the leading order Hamiltonian. Thus we define
which is the prescription in [38, 39] .
n for general deformations
In the above simple example we saw that the contribution to L (1) from the (2, 0) tensor T (1) was cancelled by a contact term, and we were left with an integral over the (1, 1) operator D.
We might now wonder if such a cancellation will arise for all marginal deformations. The difficulty with addressing this question is that while we are always given a (1, 1) operator D defining the deformation, we do not always know the analogue of the (2, 0) operator T (1) . For example in the orbifold CFT, the deformation operator D is given by (1.3). The deformation of the theory is defined by
We are not, however, given an action of the type S[X, g] which depends on the field theory variables X and also allows an arbitrary metric g on the z space. If we did have such an action, then we could compute the stress tensor as
and we would obtain T
zz . But we are given a prescription for computing the deformation only once we go to coordinates where the metric is conformal
In such coordinates we integrate over d 2 zD(z,z). (This integral is independent of the conformal factor φ since D is a (1, 1) operator.) But since we cannot study the deformation in coordinates which have a metric componet dz 2 , we cannot find T
zz .
D.1 Defining L n
If we cannot find T (1) , how should we proceed to find the L
n ? Instead of defining the L n through an integral over T , we can define them through their effect, which is to generate a diffeomorphism. First we consider the abstract definition of the L n in a general theory; 7 in the following subsection we will consider the infinitesimal deformation of the theory. 7 A detailed discussion of the definition of the Ln is given in [40] . A Hamiltonian derivation of L (1) n is given in [41] .
Consider correlators on a surface Σ. We take Σ to have the topology of a sphere, and further use the flat metric g 0 on the plane
We cut holes on this sphere with boundaries given by curves C i . At the edge of each hole we have a state |O i . The path integral with action S 0 generates the amplitude
Now take a region R ′ that does not overlap with the holes. In this region we make an infinitesimal change of the metric g 0 → g 0 + δg
This gives a new amplitude
We now ask: can the amplitude (D.7) be expressed in a way where the metric is returned back to the metric g 0 in (D.5) but the states |O i are altered? The fact that we can do this is the Ward identity, and the alteration of the states will define the Virasoro generators. We first remove the gzz part of the metric by a diffeomorphism
This diffeomorphism generates the change
where we have used g zz = 1 2 , g zz = 2. Setting
in (D.6), we remove the dz 2 part of the metric. We do however generate a new part h zz = −ǫz ,z = − 1 2 ǫ z ,z . Due to invariance under the conformal factor φ in (D.3), we ignore this change, and set the metric to again be ds 2 = dzdz.
While the metric has returned to the flat one, the curves C i have been deformed by the diffeomorphism (D.8) to new curves C ′ i . Since the support of h(z,z) was confined to a region R ′ that did not overlap with the curves C i , we have ǫ z ,z = 0 in the neighborhood of the C i ; i.e., ǫ z is holomorphic near the C i .
We wish to leave the state at the hole unchanged. Since the curve C i has changed to C ′ i , how should we define the 'same' state on this new curve? First recall how we place a state on the curve C i . We consider an auxiliary space with coordinatez, and place sources in the region |z| < 1 to create a state |O i at the circle |z| = 1. On the surface Σ, we take a coordinate z i around the curve C i such that C i is given by |z i | = 1. We then glue the state |O i to the curve C i by identifying the points on the circles |z| = 1 and |z i | = 1.
To glue in the same state after the curve has been deformed to C ′ i , we keep the construction in the auxiliary spacez unchanged. On the surface Σ we have the coordinate z ′ i = z i + ǫ z . We now identify the circle |z| = 1 with the circle |z ′ i | = 1.
While we have now placed the 'same' state |O i as before at the ith hole, the points on Σ that define the hole are now different, as the points on C ′ i are different from the points on C i . We can however, evolve the state |O i radially outwards or inwards, as needed, till we arrive at a state |Õ i on the original curve C i . Since the diffeomorphism is small, we have
where ǫ ′ is small. The diffeomorphism itself can be expanded as
Then we write
and this defines the action of the operators L n acting on the state at the ith hole. Note that we do not need an explicit expression for the stress tensor in this definition.
D.2 Deforming the theory
Now consider the deformation of the theory (D.1). The first order correction to the amplitude A (0) is given by
We have states |O (0) i defined on the curved C i . The superscript (0) denotes, as before, that these are unperturbed states; we will not alter the states when we deform the theory by the addition of λD to the Lagrangian.
The region R is defined as follows. We have to exclude the holes described by the C i . We also exclude a small strip of proper width ǫ around these holes; this is to prevent the collision of D with the operators defining the holes. The region outside these strips we take to be R, the domain of integration of D.
Now we wish to consider the change of metric (D.6). With the metric in this new form, we do not have a prescription to compute the new amplitude. But we apply the diffeomorphism (D.8) to bring the metric back to the form (D.3), and then we can again find the amplitude by integrating the position of D.
The diffeomorphism leads to the effect noted in section D.1. The curves C i move to curves C ′ i . The states |O (0) i at the hole are left unchanged, but these are now defined on different curves C ′ i on Σ. We must now evolve the state back to the original curves C i , to get the correction (D.11).
This evolution between the two curves C i and C ′ i must, of course, be done using the complete action S 0 + λS 1 . First consider the part we get from using just the leading order action S 0 . The corresponding effect on the state gives L . The integration R d 2 zD gives the first order correction to the evolution in the region between the curves C i .
Next, consider the contribution from the change of the integral region R in eq. (D.14). Before the coordinate transformation, the region R is bounded by C i and and after the coordinate transformation the region R ′ is bounded by C ′ i . The extra contribution arising from the integral d 2 zD in the strip between these curves is
Since the diffeomorphism has only the component ǫ z , this becomes
Thus from eq. (D.14), we found the contribution to δ|O Using ǫ z = ǫ ′ z n+1 , we get
which is the same as (C.30).
D.3 The choice of C
In the above discussion the states were described using contours C i on Σ. This contour shows up in the definition of the Virasoro generators (D.18). We have also had to use a regulator to separate the domain of integration of D from the contour where the state was defined. We did this by taking a thin band of proper width ǫ around the C i as a region where the integration of D would not expend. But one could have chosen a differently shaped band, and this would change the definition of the Virasoro generators. What is the significance of these possible ambiguities in our definition? In [38, 39] the deformation D was used to study background independence of string field theory: the action of D moved the world sheet theory to a slightly different one corresponding to a slightly different background, and one then computed the correlators of the 'same' states |O (0) i in this deformed theory. There was however no canonical definition of the 'same' state in different theories; while a certain prescription has been used to keep |O (0) i unchanged, we find that the regulators needed in carrying out the computations with this state introduce an arbitrariness in how the state changes as we change the theory. This arbitrariness is not a difficulty for the study of background independence, as different choices of how the 'same' state is defined as we move the theory correspond to different connections on the space of theories.
In our computations on the other hand the goal is to find the lift of the dimensions of certain primary operators. We need a well defined result, which should be consistent with the perturbation theory in the path integral formalism. Thus let us consider the ambiguities appearing in the definition (D.18). Let the operator O have dimensions (h,h) and be inserted at a point z = 0. We let the contour be a small curve surrounding z = 0, so that we can expand the integrand in (D.18) using the OPE We now consider several cases:
(i) Suppose m + n ≥ 1. Then as we shrink the size of the contour we find
independent of the shape of the contour. Thus operatorsÕ m,n of higher energy act as irrelevant operators for the computation of the lift.
(ii) Suppose m + n = 0. Then as we shrink the size of the contour
but the value of this finite quantity depends on the shape of the curve C 0 . We get a shape independent result in the special case (iii) Suppose m + n ≤ −1. Then the integral diverges as ǫ m+n in general as we shrink the curve C 0 . Different shapes of the curves lead to different value of the integral.
As we can see from the above, the last two cases lead to some ambiguities in the definition of the L (1) n , and in particular for L (1) 0 . The computation of L (1) 0 is similar to that for the operator G (1) 0 that arises in the lifting of energies that we have been interested in. So let us analyze these ambiguities in more detail.
We are interested in states that are Ramond ground states on the right; i.e.,h = c 24 , the lowest possible value for the right sector. Thus in the expanion (D.19) we have n ≥ 0. But the left sector of our states is excited to an arbitrarily high level, so m can be arbitrarily negative, and then we see that in cases (ii) and (iii) above there is an ambiguity arising from the exact shape of the curve.
We will now observe that the correct way to remove this ambiguity is to take the curve to be an exact circle in the z plane; the corresponding curve on the cylinder is a circle at constant σ. To see this, first recall that in deriving the lifting from the path integral in [20] we used that fact that the only states propagating between τ = ± T 2 had energy E ≥ E (0) . We had taken the region of integration for the deformation operators to extend from τ = − i.e., the curves bounding the domain of integration were exact circles. But now suppose we had taken curvesC of some other shape. Then the integration of one or both of the deformation operators in the region τ ≈ −
